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Abstract The biannual seasonal rainfall regime over the southern part of10

West Africa is characterised by two wet seasons, separated by the ‘Little Dry11

Season’ in July-August. Lower rainfall totals during this intervening dry sea-12

son may be detrimental for crop yields over a region with a dense population13

that depends on agricultural output. Coupled Model Intercomparison Project14

Phase 5 (CMIP5) models do not correctly capture this seasonal regime, and15

instead generate a single wet season, peaking at the observed timing of the16

Little Dry Season. Hence, the realism of future climate projections over this17

region is questionable. Here, the representation of the Little Dry Season in18

coupled model simulations is investigated, to elucidate factors leading to this19

misrepresentation. The Global Ocean Mixed Layer configuration of the Met20

Office Unified Model is particularly useful for exploring this misrepresentation,21

as it enables separating the effects of coupled model ocean biases in different22

ocean basins while maintaining air-sea coupling. Atlantic Ocean SST biases23

cause the incorrect seasonal regime over southern West Africa. Upper level24

descent in August reduces ascent along the coastline, which is associated with25

the observed reduction in rainfall during the Little Dry Season. When cou-26

pled model Atlantic Ocean biases are introduced, ascent over the coastline is27

deeper and rainfall totals are higher during July-August. Hence, this study28

indicates detrimental impacts introduced by Atlantic Ocean biases, and high-29
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lights an area of model development required for production of meaningful30

climate change projections over the West Africa region.31

Keywords Little Dry Season · Coupled Models · Atlantic SST Bias · West32

African Monsoon · Precipitation · Seasonal Cycle33

1 Introduction34

The southern part of West Africa is a highly populated region, with many35

people dependent upon seasonal rainfall for farming activities and domestic36

purposes. While the majority of West Africa experiences one primary mon-37

soonal wet season per year (Sultan and Janicot, 2003; Nicholson, 2013), a38

region in the southern part of West Africa, encompassing parts of southern39

Ghana, Benin, Togo, Ivory Coast and south-west Nigeria experiences two wet40

seasons (Herrmann and Mohr, 2011; Liebmann et al, 2012; Parker and Diop-41

Kane, 2017). The northward progression of the tropical rain belt in boreal42

spring brings the first wet season from April-June; the second wet season in43

September and October is associated with the returning southward progres-44

sion of the tropical rain belt in boreal autumn. Separating the two wet seasons45

is the ‘Little Dry Season’ (LDS): a period of lower and less frequent rainfall46

(Adejuwon and Odekunle, 2006; Odekunle and Eludoyin, 2008; Chineke et al,47

2010; Parker and Diop-Kane, 2017). The length and severity of the LDS has48

important socio-economic implications: while a shorter and less intense LDS49

is useful for weeding and spraying crops with pesticide, a longer and more in-50

tense LDS can lead to crop failure (Adejuwon and Odekunle, 2006; Odekunle,51

2007).52

A number of interactions between the LDS and other meteorological phe-53

nomena have been proposed (Odekunle, 2007). Years with cooler than av-54

erage sea surface temperatures (SSTs) over the Gulf of Guinea have an in-55

creased land-sea thermal contrast, strengthening the monsoon southwesterlies56

and shifting the tropical rain belt further inland, giving a drier LDS (Adejuwon57

and Odekunle, 2006). More locally, anomalously cool SST (when compared58

with the latitudinal average) is consistently observed in July-September over59

the northern Gulf of Guinea (8◦W-2◦E, 3◦N to the coastline, see Figure 1d-60

f), adjacent to the region that experiences the LDS (Parker and Diop-Kane,61

2017), which increases static stability over the region, suppressing convection62

and limiting rainfall (Odekunle and Eludoyin, 2008; Odekunle, 2010). This63

cool SST results from local coastal upwelling (Parker and Diop-Kane, 2017),64

strengthened by the summer intensification of the eastward Guinea Current,65

which leads to shoaling of the thermocline near the northern coast of the66

Gulf of Guinea, and the advection of cold coastally upwelled water by the67

South Equatorial Current (northward extension of the cold Benguela Current;68

Odekunle and Eludoyin, 2008). Odekunle (2007) identified strong relation-69

ships between SSTs in the Gulf of Guinea, the source regions of the Guinea70

and Benguela current and the LDS, with warmer SSTs associated with higher71

rainfall during the LDS (i.e. less intense LDS). Parker and Diop-Kane (2017)72
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highlighted the role of high pressure over the Gulf of Guinea and the St He-73

lena high pressure cell: the effect of this high pressure extends to the coastal74

regions, where the associating sinking motion reduces convection during the75

LDS.76

Coupled global climate models (CGCMs) are used for sensitivity tests that77

explore the physics of meteorological phenomena, as well as producing pro-78

jections of future climate change. Many studies have identified and explored79

deficiencies in the representation of the West African Monsoon in atmosphere-80

only climate model simulations (AGCMs) and CGCMs (Cook and Vizy, 2006;81

Roehrig et al, 2013; Flato et al, 2013). Roehrig et al (2013) assessed the rep-82

resentation of the West African Monsoon in CGCMs. They found that both83

CMIP3 and CMIP5 coupled models exhibit sizable biases in the mean posi-84

tion of the West African Monsoon. Furthermore, they note that most models85

contain a warm bias in the equatorial Atlantic, and a southward shift of the86

ITCZ in coupled models; this southward bias is also investigated in other87

studies (Siongco et al, 2015; James et al, 2017; Steinig et al, 2018). CGCMs88

also have biased representations of prominent modes of variability (Sperber89

et al, 2017), and the large mesoscale propagating systems, which bring much90

of the boreal summer rainfall over West Africa and the Sahel (Mathon et al,91

2002; Roehrig et al, 2013). Furthermore, the Saharan Heat Low in CGCMs92

is generally weaker than in reanalyses and placed too far southwest (Dixon93

et al, 2017). Models also fail to reproduce important coupling between Sa-94

hel rainfall and large-scale dynamics over West Africa, including the African95

Easterly Jet (Whittleston et al, 2017) and African Easterly Waves (Martin96

and Thorncroft, 2015). Recently, Lauer et al (2018) used the Earth System97

Model Evaluation Tool (ESMValTool) to assess the performance of the up-98

dated versions of 4 Earth System Models (HadGEM, EC-Earth, MPI-ESM99

and CNRM). While there are some improvements in these model versions100

compared to their CMIP5 counterparts, significant biases persist in the rep-101

resentation of the West African Monsoon. Most models still have significant102

difficulties simulating African Easterly Waves, similar to the CMIP5 models103

(Martin and Thorncroft, 2015).104

In their assessment of the representation of rainfall seasonality in AMIP105

and CMIP5 models across Africa, Dunning et al (2017) identified a further106

deficiency in the representation of the seasonal cycle of precipitation over the107

southern part of West Africa in CGCMs. While AGCMs, forced by observed108

SSTs, correctly produced wet seasons in April-June and September-October,109

separated by the LDS, the CGCMs generated a single wet season, with a sin-110

gle rainfall peak in July-August, coincident with the observed LDS. They pro-111

posed that this was due to the incorrect SST seasonal cycle over the northern112

Gulf of Guinea in CGCMs. Over the northern Gulf of Guinea, SST cools from113

April/May to August due to oceanic upwelling and transport of cool water114

by ocean currents (e.g. Figure 1a-f; Odekunle and Eludoyin, 2008). However,115

CGCMs do not capture this cooling, shown in Dunning et al (2017) and in Fig-116

ure 1g-l, where the increasing warm bias over this region is apparent. This may117

be related to insufficient upwelling, or coarse ocean model horizontal resolution118
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leading to inaccurate representation of the Guinea Current. The misrepresen-119

tation of the seasonality over the southern part of West Africa questions the120

realism of climate projections in this region, as well as the utility of CGCMs121

for establishing the driving mechanisms of and exploring teleconnections to122

the LDS. Failure to capture the LDS and associated processes may indicate123

more general difficulties with the representation of monsoon dynamics, for ex-124

ample insufficient northward progression of the monsoon. Dike et al (2015)125

also identified the lack of the LDS over Nigeria in one coupled climate model,126

but did not investigate this discrepancy further. While other studies have ex-127

plored deficiencies in the representation of the wider West African Monsoon128

(e.g. Roehrig et al, 2013), none have explicitly investigated the representation129

of the LDS in global climate models. Here, we aim to investigate possible fac-130

tors that lead to this deficiency. Such factors may also adversely affect model131

simulations in other regions where similar processes operate.132

Adejuwon and Odekunle (2006), Odekunle and Eludoyin (2008) and Parker133

and Diop-Kane (2017) all highlight the role of cool SSTs in the Gulf of Guinea134

on the seasonal cycle of precipitation over the southern part of West Africa135

and the LDS, via influences on the location of the tropical rain belt and static136

stability over the coastline. Locally, where warm onshore waters persist (e.g.137

to the east around the Niger Delta in Nigeria and off the coast of Liberia,138

e.g. Figure 1e-f) the LDS is weak or absent (Parker and Diop-Kane, 2017).139

At a larger scale, warm biases in tropical South Atlantic SSTs are ubiquitous140

across the current generation of CGCMs, due to errors in ocean upwelling, ma-141

rine stratocumulus and equatorial winds (Richter et al, 2012; Găinuşă-Bogdan142

et al, 2017). Due to the strong relationship between Atlantic SSTs and the143

West African Monsoon (Hagos and Cook, 2009), these biases have been asso-144

ciated with deficiencies in West African Monsoon rainfall (Roehrig et al, 2013).145

Steinig et al (2018) and Eichhorn and Bader (2017) found SST biases in the146

tropical Atlantic were related to precipitation biases over the Guinea coastline.147

Conversely, several studies including Hagos and Cook (2009) and Okumura and148

Xie (2004) note the influence of the West African monsoon on SST: weaker149

winds associated with a deficient monsoon circulation may reduce upwelling150

and warm SST, reducing the land-sea thermal contrast and thus further re-151

ducing the strength of the monsoon circulation. Dunning et al (2017) found152

that the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) historical153

simulations underestimated SST seasonal cooling from April/May to August154

over the northern Gulf of Guinea, and proposed that this resulted in the incor-155

rect seasonality of precipitation over the southern coastline of West Africa, and156

lack of the LDS. However, there are other differences between atmosphere-only157

and coupled climate model simulations beyond SST that may affect the rep-158

resentation of the LDS, such as the inclusion of air-sea interactions, which has159

been shown to have significant impacts on the representation of other intra-160

seasonal tropical phenomena, such as the Madden Julian Oscillation (DeMott161

et al, 2015).162

In this study, we employ the UK Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) to163

investigate factors influencing the representation of the biannual seasonal cycle164
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of precipitation (including the LDS) over the southern part of West Africa.165

In addition to standard atmosphere-only and coupled configurations, a novel166

aspect of the present work involves the application of the Global Ocean Mixed167

Layer configuration (Hirons et al, 2015). This configuration is a useful research168

tool for process-based studies. First, it enables us to cleanly identify the role169

of air-sea coupling on the representation of the LDS. Secondly, it allows us170

to analyse the impact of different ocean mean states, while maintaining air-171

sea coupling. The potential mechanisms underlying the representation of the172

LDS are explored to understand the factors that influence the seasonal cycle173

over this region. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows; section 2174

contains a description of the model simulations, observation data and methods.175

In section 3 simulations from the atmosphere-only configuration of the MetUM176

(GA6, Walters et al, 2017) and global coupled model configuration of the177

MetUM (GC2, Williams et al, 2015) are examined to ascertain whether the178

MetUM exhibits the same behaviour as the CMIP5 models found in Dunning179

et al (2017) and which horizontal resolution is most suitable. In section 4 the180

impact of air-sea coupling and the ocean mean state on the seasonal cycle of181

SST over southern West Africa is presented. Section 5 contains the discussion182

and conclusions.183

2 Model, Methods, Data184

2.1 MetUM Simulations185

We analyse atmosphere-only and fully coupled simulations from the MetUM186

Global Atmosphere version 6.0 (GA6, Walters et al, 2017) and MetUM Global187

Coupled Model version 2.0 (GC2, Williams et al, 2015) respectively. See Ta-188

ble 1 for a full list of simulations used in this study. GA6 is forced using daily189

observed SST (Reynolds et al, 2007) and sea-ice forcings (Taylor et al, 2012)190

(including interannual variability) and also includes an interactive land sur-191

face. GC2 consists of atmosphere, ocean, sea ice and land surface models, with192

fluxes of momentum, freshwater and heat exchanged between the atmosphere-193

land and ocean-ice components via the OASIS3 coupler (Ocean Atmosphere194

Sea Ice Soil; Valcke et al, 2003) with a 3-hour coupling period (Williams et al,195

2015). To assess the impact of horizontal resolution, we use three GA6 sim-196

ulations, at N96 (1.88◦ longitude x 1.25◦ latitude), N216 (0.83◦ x 0.56◦) and197

N512 (0.35◦ x 0.23◦) horizontal resolution. All simulations have 85 levels in198

the vertical and a model lid at 85km. For GC2, the ocean vertical grid has 75199

levels, with a 1m top level (Williams et al, 2015). For the N96 and N216 reso-200

lution GA6 simulations, 26 years of data (1983-2008) are used; for the higher201

resolution N512 simulation, 9 years (1982-1990) of data are used. For the GC2202

simulations, 28 years of data are used; these simulations use present-day (1990)203

greenhouse gas and aerosol forcing.204

We also use the Global Ocean Mixed Layer configuration of the UK Met205

Office Unified Model (MetUM-GOML). This comprises GA6 coupled to the206
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Fig. 1 a-f) Mean monthly SST (Smith and Murphy, 2007) for April-September. g-l) Differ-
ence between annual mean surface temperature from GC2-GC2 (fully coupled configuration
of the MetUM), at N216 resolution, and observed SST (Smith and Murphy, 2007) for April-
September.
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Model Configuration Ocean reference climatology Resolution No of Years* Experiment
or SST forcing data Identifier

GA6 SST - Reynolds et al (2007) N96,N216 26 (1983-2008) GA6-OBS
Sea Ice - AMIP N512 9 (1982-1990)

GC2 - N96,N216 28 GC2-GC2
GOML Met Office N96,N216 28 GOML-OBS

ocean reanalysis
(1980-2007)

GOML GC2 ocean mean state N96,N216 28 GOML-GC2
(100 year average)

GOML GC2 ocean mean state N96 28 GOML-ATL-N96
(Atlantic)
Met Office

ocean reanalysis
(Indian and Pacific)

GA6 GOML-OBS SST N96,N216 28 GA6-GOML

Table 1 List of experiments used in this analysis

*Note: Since the GOML experiments are present-day control simulations with fixed forcing,
the simulated years do not correspond to actual years. It is not expected that the GOML
simulations match equivalent years in observations. Years are included only for the GA6
simulations.

Multi-Column K-Profile Parametrisation Ocean (MC-KPP) via OASIS3, which207

consists of a single oceanic column, with high vertical resolution (100 points208

in 1000m; top layer 1.2m thick) below each atmospheric grid point, with 3-209

hour coupling frequency. To represent the mean ocean advection (including210

upwelling), and account for biases in the surface fluxes, a seasonal cycle of211

horizontally- and depth-varying temperature and salinity corrections are ap-212

plied to constrain the ocean mean state in MetUM-GOML to a reference cli-213

matology (e.g. observed ocean state or a coupled model ocean state). The214

temperature and salinity corrections are computed from a 10-year relaxation215

simulation using MetUM-GOML, where MC-KPP profiles are constrained to216

the reference climatology with a relaxation timescale of 15 days. The daily217

mean seasonal cycles of the resulting temperature and salinity tendencies218

(smoothed with a 31-day running mean) are then applied to a free-running219

coupled MetUM-GOML simulation with no interactive relaxation. For full de-220

tails of the simulation design, see Hirons et al (2015). The structure of MetUM-221

GOML, with independent one-dimensional ocean columns, and temperature222

and salinity corrections used to constrain the ocean mean state, means it223

is very flexible. MetUM-GOML can be constrained to different ocean refer-224

ence climatologies, regionally or globally, by changing the corrections applied,225

and independent ocean columns mean that both corrections and air-sea cou-226

pling can be applied selectively in time and space. Furthermore, the lack of227

three-dimensional ocean dynamics means MetUM-GOML is computationally228

inexpensive (Hirons et al, 2015).229

We use three sets of MetUM-GOML simulations (Table 1). The first set230

of simulations uses the observed ocean mean state from the Met Office ocean231

analysis (Smith and Murphy, 2007) as the reference climatology. The second232
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Comparison Impact of
GOML-OBS vs GA6-GOML Air Sea Coupling
GOML-GC2 vs GOML-OBS Ocean Mean state (Global)

GOML-ATL-N96 vs GOML-GC2-N96 Ocean Mean state (Atlantic)
GOML-ATL-N96 vs GOML-GC2-N216 Ocean Mean state (Atlantic)

and horizontal resolution

Table 2 Experiment comparisons used in this study, and the impacts revealed.

uses the ocean mean state from the GC2 simulations as the reference climatol-233

ogy. These simulations were performed at N96 and N216 horizontal resolutions.234

For the third simulation, the reference climatology is a hybrid of observations235

and GC2. The GC2 ocean mean state is used over the Atlantic Basin (67◦W to236

23◦E, with the latitudinal extent determined by the maximum extent of sea-237

sonally varying sea ice; see Figure 2 in Hirons et al, 2015), while the observed238

ocean mean state is used outside the Atlantic. Each experiment is named us-239

ing the model configuration used, the reference ocean climatology, and the240

horizontal resolution, thus the MetUM-GOML configuration constrained to241

the GC2 ocean mean state at N96 resolution is labelled ‘GOML-GC2-N96’.242

28-year simulations are analysed, with present-day greenhouse gas and aerosol243

forcing.244

Using GOML enables us to cleanly separate the role of air-sea interactions245

and the role of mean-state ocean biases on the representation of the seasonal246

cycle of precipitation over the southern part of West Africa, within a coupled247

framework. Table 2 summarises the comparisons used in this study. Hirons et al248

(2015) demonstrate that when MetUM-GOML is constrained to observations,249

the SST biases are small (also seen in Figure 2b); thus by analysing GOML-250

OBS the role of air-sea interactions can be examined in a model with a more251

accurate ocean mean state than GC2. However, Figure 2b shows that the252

inclusion of air sea coupling in GOML-OBS does result in some small SST253

biases. We performed a further GA6 simulation (GA6-GOML), forced with254

31-day smoothed SSTs (including interannual variability) from GOML-OBS255

to isolate the role of air-sea interactions, with identical mean SST.256

Comparing GOML-OBS with GOML-GC2 explores the role of ocean mean257

state biases, while maintaining coupling and using the same model configu-258

ration. Figure 2a,c demonstrates that GOML-GC2 replicates the mean SST259

biases from GC2-GC2.260

Finally, by comparing GOML-ATL-N96 to GOML-OBS and GOML-GC2,261

it is possible to ascertain whether the differences between GOML-OBS and262

GOML-GC2 are associated with mean ocean biases in the Atlantic Ocean,263

or mean ocean biases in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Mohino et al (2011)264

identified interactions between the Pacific and Indian Oceans and the West265

African monsoon and rainfall over the Gulf of Guinea, which suggests that266

biases in the Pacific and Indian Oceans may affect the LDS. Figure 2d shows267

the difference in annual mean SST between GOML-ATL-N96 and observed268

SST. Over the south-east Tropical Atlantic a warm bias is apparent, which269
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is present in GC2 (Figure 2a,c) and the majority of coupled climate models270

(Richter et al, 2012; Eichhorn and Bader, 2017; Steinig et al, 2018). Over the271

Indian and Pacific basins the differences in surface temperature are smaller,272

similar to Figure 2b.273

2.2 Observations274

The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) 1-Degree Daily pre-275

cipitation dataset combines thermal infrared and passive microwave satellite276

data with rain gauge data to produce daily rainfall estimates over both land277

and ocean (Huffman et al, 2001). GPCP data for 1997-2014 were used on the278

native 1◦ x 1◦ grid.279

For horizontal wind and mean vertical velocity, ERA-Interim (ERA-I) re-280

analysis data were used over 1983-2010. ERA-I is produced using the European281

Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts’ (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast282

System combined with data assimilation for the global atmosphere at 0.75◦283

resolution (Dee et al, 2011). Six-hourly eastward (u), northward (v) and ver-284

tical (omega) winds were averaged to produce monthly means. For Figure 9,285

12-hourly total precipitation was averaged to produce monthly means.286

Observed SSTs were obtained from Met Office ocean analysis (Smith and287

Murphy, 2007), at both N216 and N96 resolution, averaged over 1980-2009.288

2.3 Methods289

The region that experiences the LDS (Figure 4a, dark blue crosses) was defined290

as follows. Firstly, only land grid points within 20◦W-10◦E, 0◦-15◦N were291

considered, to isolate the correct part of West Africa (dashed box in Figure 4a).292

Secondly, each grid point within this region was categorised as either ‘annual’293

(one wet season, no LDS) or ‘biannual’ (two wet seasons). As in Liebmann et al294

(2012) and Dunning et al (2016), harmonic analysis was used to categorise the295

seasonal regime at each grid point as either annual or biannual. The amplitude296

of the first and second harmonics at each grid point are computed using daily297

rainfall, and the ratio is calculated. If the amplitude of the second harmonic is298

greater than the first (ratio >1.0), then the gridpoint experiences a biannual299

regime, whereas if the amplitude of the first harmonic is greater (ratio <1.0)300

then the gridpoint experiences an annual seasonal regime. Only the biannual301

points (within 20◦W-10◦E, 0◦-15◦N) comprise the Little Dry Season region302

(Figure 4a, dark blue crosses). This region is in good agreement with that303

used in other studies of the LDS (Odekunle and Eludoyin, 2008).304

The same methodology, of calculating the harmonic ratio, is used in Fig-305

ure 5 to identify regions with annual or biannual seasonal regimes.306

In section 4 the mean monthly position and width of the Tropical Rain307

Belt (TRB) is compared across the simulations, and with observations. The308

monthly mean location of the TRB is defined using a method for identifying309
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Fig. 2 Difference between observed SST (Smith and Murphy, 2007) and annual mean
surface temperature from a) GC2-GC2, b) GOML-OBS, c) GOML-GC2, at N216 resolution
and d) GOML with observed ocean (Indian and Pacific) and GC2 ocean mean state over
the Atlantic (GOML-ATL-N96), at N96 resolution.
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Fig. 3 Seasonal mean rainfall (GPCP) and 10m winds (ERA-I).

the location of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ; Shonk et al, 2018).310

Mean monthly rainfall is computed for each month at each grid point over311

30◦S-30◦N. For each month and longitude, the latitude of the rainfall centroid312

is computed, using only latitudes where the rainfall is above half the maximum313

rainfall rate. The latitude of the rainfall centroid is taken to be mean latitudinal314

position of the TRB. The width of the TRB was defined using a 3mm/day315

threshold either side of the mean latitude.316

3 Performance of MetUM and the role of horizontal resolution317

Figure 3 shows the seasonal rainfall and 10m winds. The seasonal meridional318

progression of the main tropical rain belt is apparent, with the rain belt po-319

sitioned over the northern Gulf of Guinea and southern part of West Africa320

in boreal spring and autumn, and travelling further north over the Sahel in321

boreal summer. The south-westerly monsoon winds and north-easterly Har-322

mattan winds are also apparent.323

We first assess whether the MetUM exhibits the same behaviour as other324

CMIP atmosphere-only and coupled simulations, as found in Dunning et al325

(2017): specifically whether GA6 captures the correct seasonal cycle including326

the Little Dry Season and whether GC2 contains one season per year, with the327

peak in July-August. We also investigate which horizontal resolution is most328

suitable for this analysis, based on representation of the mean seasonal cycle329

over southern West Africa.330
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GA6-OBS correctly captures the first wet season and the Little Dry Season331

(LDS) at all resolutions (Figure 4). However, the magnitude of the second332

season is much lower than observed, particularly in the N96 simulation. GC2-333

GC2 contains one wet season per year, with the peak of the wet season in July-334

August, in agreement with the coupled simulations from CMIP5 (Dunning335

et al, 2017). Thus the MetUM can be used to investigate this discrepancy336

further.337

Rainfall bias maps for June-August (JJA) and September-November (SON,338

see Supplementary Information) show that while GA6-OBS and GC2-GC2339

produce rainfall across West Africa in JJA, moving south in SON, they ex-340

hibit a dry bias over the Sahel in JJA and over West Africa south of 15◦N in341

SON. The JJA bias has also been identified in other studies (Williams et al,342

2015; Walters et al, 2017). Thus this suggests that the underestimation of the343

second wet season in Figure 4 indicates wider scale biases in the representation344

of the monsoon, in atmosphere-only and coupled simulations. In particular, the345

presence of a dry bias in SON, without a neighbouring wet bias, suggests that346

this error is related to rainfall amplitude, not a spatial displacement. Strat-347

ton et al (2018) found that at convection-permitting resolution the MetUM348

showed smaller JJA rainfall biases, due to a better representation of westward349

propagating mesoscale convective systems and more rainfall at higher rain350

rates. In this study the focus is on the differences between atmosphere-only351

and coupled simulations and impacts upon the southern part of West Africa,352

hence the factors leading to the underestimation of the second wet season are353

not explored further.354

Fig. 4 Crosses in (a) indicate the region that experiences the LDS (see section 2.3 for
definition). Panel (b) shows the mean annual cycle of precipitation over the LDS region
(shown in panel a) in GA6-OBS at N96, N216 and N512 resolution and GC2-GC2 at N96
and N216 resolution. For the time periods used see Table 1. The black solid line shows the
mean seasonal cycle from GPCP over 1997-2014.
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Horizontal resolution improves the representation of the seasonal cycle in355

the LDS region from N96 to N216 (Figure 4). The rainfall maxima are higher356

at N216, closer to the GPCP rainfall totals. None of the simulations correctly357

capture the magnitude of the second wet season. N512 resolution shows little358

benefit over N216.359

Figure 5 shows the region that experiences a biannual regime in the GA6-360

OBS and GC2-GC2 simulations (red), defined using harmonic analysis (ratio361

threshold of 1.0, see section 2.3), at different resolutions, compared with GPCP362

(black dashed line). Liebmann et al (2012) use a threshold of 0.75 to maximise363

the region with a biannual regime, hence regions where the ratio is greater364

than 0.75 are marked in blue. White indicates an annual regime (ratio less365

than 0.75). Both the GA6-OBS N216 and N512 simulations contain a zonal366

band that experiences a biannual regime, similar to that found in GPCP. In367

the N96 simulation this band is split, with a biannual seasonal regime at only368

a few longitudes. For GC2 the band is split at N96 and N216 resolution, with a369

biannual regime not captured between 10◦W and 0◦. Figure 5 suggests that the370

N216 simulation captures the seasonal cycle better than the N96 simulation,371

but the difference between N216 and N512 is minimal. Vellinga et al (2016)372

found that higher resolution MetUM simulations capture the westward prop-373

agating, intense convection systems over West Africa that bring much of the374

seasonal rainfall, while in lower resolution simulations rainfall is weaker and375

occurs synchronously across the Sahel. Additionally, using higher resolution376

enables the model physics to better represent the processes and interactions be-377

tween rainfall and dynamics, leading to more realistic representation of strong378

rainfall events and decadal trends (Vellinga et al, 2016), although they also379

found greatest benefit at N512, not N216. Throughout the remainder of this380

study N216 resolution is used (except for GOML-ATL-N96).381

4 Effect of air-sea interactions and Ocean mean state on the LDS382

4.1 Impact of air-sea coupling383

Comparing GA6-GOML and GOML-OBS (and GA6-OBS) cleanly identifies384

the impact of air-sea coupling (see Section 2.1, Table 2), analysis that is made385

possible by using the MetUM-GOML configuration. The seasonal cycle of pre-386

cipitation over the LDS region (Figure 4a) from these three simulations is387

shown in Figure 6a. All three simulations show similar seasonal cycles that388

agree with GPCP from January-August and December, but underestimate389

the second wet season during September-November. The correlation matrix390

in Figure 6b shows strong correlations, with coefficients greater than 0.9, be-391

tween the three seasonal cycles, and statistically significant positive correla-392

tions with GPCP, with coefficients greater than 0.81. Some slight differences393

between GA6-OBS and GA6-GOML (Figure 6) suggest that small SST biases394

in GOML-OBS influence the precipitation seasonal cycle here. Including air-395

sea coupling, while maintaining the same mean SST, has a minimal impact396
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Fig. 5 Ratio of the amplitude of the second harmonic to the amplitude of the first harmonic
at each grid point across West Africa for 3 GA6-OBS simulations at N96 (1983-2008), N216
(1983-2008) and N512 (1982-1990) resolutions and 2 GC2-GC2 simulations at N96 and
N216 resolution (28 years). In general, a high ratio (greater than 1.0) indicates a biannual
seasonal cycle, while a low ratio (less than 1.0) indicates an annual seasonal cycle. The
black contour shows the location where the ratio is equal to 1.0 when GPCP data is used,
therefore demarcating the region that experiences a biannual regime. White indicates the
ratio is less than 0.75 (annual regime).

on the representation of the seasonal cycle over the LDS region and does not397

improve the intensity of the second wet season.398

4.2 Impact of ocean mean states399

Comparing GOML-GC2 to GOML-OBS isolates the effect of the ocean mean400

states on the seasonal cycle of precipitation over the southern part of West401

Africa (see Section 2.1, Table 2). Both GC2-GC2 and GOML-GC2 misrep-402

resent the seasonal cycle, with one wet season per year, with the peak in403

rainfall occurring when the LDS should occur (Figure 6a), hence the inclusion404

of coupled model ocean mean state biases leads to the incorrect seasonal cycle.405

Figure 6a shows that the difference between GOML-GC2 and GOML-OBS is406

much greater than the difference between GOML-OBS and GA6-OBS, indi-407

cating that GC2 ocean mean state biases have a bigger impact on the seasonal408

cycle of precipitation in the LDS region than the inclusion of air-sea coupled409

physics.410

The seasonal cycle from GOML-ATL-N96 (Figure 6a) shows similar pat-411

terns to GOML-GC2, with one wet season per year, peaking in July/August,412

during the observed LDS. GOML-ATL-N96 underestimates rainfall relative to413

GOML-GC2-N216, but has similar rainfall totals with GOML-GC2-N96 (Fig-414

ure 6a), suggesting this underestimate is related to horizontal resolution rather415

than differences in the ocean mean state.416

The correlation of the mean annual rainfall cycle across the simulations417

(Figure 6b) demonstrates greatest agreement between the simulations with418

the same ocean mean state (e.g. between GA6-OBS and GOML-OBS, and419
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Fig. 6 a) Mean annual cycle of precipitation over the LDS region (Figure 4a) using the
simulations listed in Table 1. The black solid line shows the mean seasonal cycle from GPCP
over 1997-2014. b) Pearson correlation coefficients between the mean seasonal cycle over the
LDS region from each pair of simulations.

between GC2-GC2 and GOML-GC2). Conversely, agreement is much lower420

between simulations with the same model and resolution but different ocean421

states (e.g. GOML-OBS and GOML-GC2). Figure 6b indicates better agree-422

ment between GOML-ATL-N96 and either GOML-GC2-N96 or GOML-GC2-423

N216 (correlation coefficients of 0.974 and 0.931 respectively), than between424

GOML-ATL-N96 and GOML-OBS (correlation coefficient of 0.304). Thus we425

surmise that the incorrect representation of the seasonal cycle of rainfall over426

the southern part of West Africa in GOML-GC2 is related to GC2 Atlantic427

Ocean mean state biases.428

The incorrect seasonal cycle for simulations with coupled model ocean429

mean state in the Atlantic (GC2-GC2, GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96,430

Figure 6a) can be partitioned into a number of components: a late onset and431

deficient rainfall in May; excess rainfall in July-August, during the peak of the432

LDS; and insufficient rainfall in October (seen in all simulations). The first433

two factors, which are not exhibited in GA6-OBS and GOML-OBS, will be434

explored further.435

To compare the location of the rainfall among simulations, Figure 7 shows436

the mean monthly position of the TRB (section 2.3), in May and August. As in437

Figure 6, the GOML simulations are similar to the GA6 and GC2 simulations438

with the same ocean mean state; GOML-ATL-N96 is similar to GOML-GC2439

and GC2-GC2. In May and August all simulations place the TRB south of the440

observed position in GPCP, especially in those simulations with GC2 ocean441

state in the Atlantic (GC2-GC2, GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96).442

In May, the TRB is just south of the coastline in GPCP (Figure 7a). The443

TRB in GA6-OBS and GOML-OBS is just south of the GPCP mean position444

(Figure 7a), but in GC2-GC2, GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96 the TRB445

is further south, just north of the equator. The northern and southern limits446
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(solid and dashed lines respectively; Figure 7c) confirm this southward bias; the447

TRB is over approximately 0◦N-10◦N in GPCP, GA6-OBS, and GOML-OBS,448

but over approximately 5◦S to the coastline in GC2-GC2, GOML-GC2 and449

GOML-ATL-N96, consistent with the lower rainfall in May over the southern450

part of West Africa (Figure 6). Previous studies suggest that the southward451

bias in mean TRB position is related to warm SST biases in the Gulf of452

Guinea (Figure 1, Roehrig et al, 2013), which will be discussed in more detail453

in Section 4.3. Consistent results across GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96454

confirm this bias is related to Atlantic Ocean mean state SST errors.455

In August, the TRB is over Burkina Faso in GPCP, while GA6-OBS and456

GOML-OBS exhibit a southward shift, with the TRB over northern Ghana and457

Ivory Coast (Figure 7b). Again, GC2-GC2 and GOML-GC2 place the TRB458

even further south, with GOML-ATL-N96 exhibiting an additional southward459

bias (Figure 7b). The position of the northern boundary is the same in four460

simulations (GA6-OBS, GC2-GC2, GOML-OBS and GOML-GC2), passing461

through Senegal, Southern Mali and along the southern boundary of Niger462

(Figure 7d). The key difference between these simulations is related to the463

position of the southern boundary, which leads to the differences in mean464

position (Figure 7b). In GPCP, GA6-OBS, and GOML-OBS the southern part465

of the Ivory Coast and Ghana are outside the southern limit of the TRB in466

August, consistent with the low rainfall in August (Figure 6a) and the correct467

representation of the LDS. In GC2-GC2, GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96468

the southern limit of the TRB is south of the coastline between 20◦W and 10◦E,469

consistent with the high rainfall over the southern part of West Africa and the470

incorrect representation of the LDS. The different positions of the southern471

boundary over the LDS region (10◦W-2◦E) can clearly be seen in Figure 7d.472

This indicates that the incorrect representation of the LDS in simulations473

with GC2 SST biases is not solely related to an overall southward shift of474

the TRB, but may also be related to more local factors (see Section 4.4),475

including differences in regional patterns of ascent and descent. GOML-ATL-476

N96 exhibits a southward shift in both the northern and southern boundaries,477

which is related to horizontal resolution; see Supplementary Information for478

Figure 7 replicated at N96 (Figure S3).479

In the next sections May and August are considered separately, and factors480

related to the rainfall biases in these months are presented. In section 4.3 the481

southward bias in the TRB position in May, and associated patterns of wind482

and SST biases are discussed, while in section 4.4 the rainfall overestimate in483

August is explored together with the patterns of ascent and descent along the484

coastline.485

4.3 Southward Bias in the TRB position in May486

In May, simulations using coupled model ocean mean state (GC2-GC2, GOML-487

GC2, and GOML-ATL-N96), which includes a warm bias over the southern488

tropical Atlantic, underestimate rainfall over the LDS region (Figure 6a) as489
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Fig. 7 Mean monthly position of the Tropical Rain Belt (a-b) and mean position of the
northern and southern limits of the Tropical Rain Belt (c-d) for May and August. The
mean monthly position is calculated by identifying the rainfall centroid using the top 50%
of rainfall at each longitude (a-b). The northern and southern limits are defined using a
threshold of 3mm/day. Different coloured lines are for different simulations. Details of dates
and simulations are depicted in Table 1.

part of a wider southward bias in the position of the tropical rain belt (Fig-490

ure 7a,c).491

A number of studies have identified a southward bias in the ITCZ in492

CGCMs, and associated this with SST biases over the tropical Atlantic (Richter493

and Xie, 2008; Richter et al, 2012; Roehrig et al, 2013; Toniazzo and Wool-494

nough, 2014). Coupled climate models, including GC2 (Figure 2), exhibit495

a large warm bias in the south east tropical Atlantic, peaking at the An-496

gola/Namibia coastline and extending north-west towards the equator, cov-497

ering much of the basin (Eichhorn and Bader, 2017). Furthermore, coupled498

climate models fail to capture the equatorial cold tongue that forms in the499

eastern equatorial Atlantic during boreal summer (Figure 1); combined with500

the cold bias to the west, this reverses the equatorial zonal SST gradient501

(Richter et al, 2012). SST sensitivity experiments have shown that improved502

representation of Atlantic SSTs (Eichhorn and Bader, 2017), and in particular503

the Atlantic cold tongue, improves the onset and seasonal evolution of the504

West African monsoon (Steinig et al, 2018), as colder SSTs in the cold tongue505
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enhance the land-sea temperature contrast and strengthen the monsoon flow506

(Okumura and Xie, 2004; Chang et al, 2008).507

GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96 show a cold SST bias north of the equa-508

tor and warm bias south of the equator in May (Figure 1, Figure 8), which509

likely contributes to the southward bias in the position of the TRB by al-510

tering the interhemispheric temperature gradient. A warmer Southern Hemi-511

sphere (and cooler Northern Hemisphere) is associated with a northward cross-512

equatorial atmospheric energy transport and a southward displacement of the513

tropical rain belt (Hwang and Frierson, 2013; Hawcroft et al, 2017).514

ERA-I and observed SST (Smith and Murphy, 2007) exhibit a northwest-515

southeast temperature gradient across the tropical Atlantic, with south-easterly516

winds from the cooler waters off the Angola/Namibia coastline towards the517

warmer western equatorial Atlantic (Figure 8a). The same pattern is found518

in GOML-OBS, with small biases (Figure 8b). GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-519

N96 (Figure 8c,d) contain a simpler north-south temperature gradient in the520

equatorial region, demonstrated by the warm bias in the east and cool in521

the west, with associated northwesterly wind anomalies between 0◦S and 5◦S.522

These wind biases are also likely to be linked to the southward shift of the523

TRB. Although the investigation of the relationship between biases in Atlantic524

SST, wind and precipitation has been the focus of many studies (Okumura and525

Xie, 2004; Richter and Xie, 2008; Richter et al, 2012, 2014), establishing causal526

mechanisms remains a challenge, as in other basins (Shonk et al, 2018).527

Richter and Xie (2008) and Richter et al (2012) argue that the westerly528

bias in surface winds over the equatorial Atlantic during boreal spring, also529

present in atmosphere-only simulations, causes equatorial Atlantic SST bi-530

ases. Weakened easterlies are associated with a deeper thermocline in the east531

and reduced equatorial upwelling, which inhibits equatorial cold tongue for-532

mation. Similarly, Figure 8b shows small north-westerly wind biases in the533

western equatorial Atlantic in May. Voldoire et al (2019) found that impos-534

ing the correct wind stress over the equatorial Atlantic reduces biases in SST535

and equatorial thermocline depth. The eastern warming and western cool-536

ing in turn induces westerly wind biases via a Bjerknes feedback mechanism537

(Richter and Xie, 2008). Richter et al (2012) propose that this westerly wind538

bias originates from excess convection over tropical Africa and reduced convec-539

tion over South America, which initiates a pressure gradient that drives the540

westerly wind anomalies (Richter and Xie, 2008). In addition, Richter et al541

(2014) highlighted the role of latitudinal position of the boreal spring ITCZ542

on equatorial surface winds, with a southward shift of the ITCZ linked to543

the westerly wind bias at the surface. The same pattern of biases is seen in544

Figure 8 (and Figure 7), which may suggest that the same processes and feed-545

backs are active in GOML-GC2 (and GOML-ATL-N96). Additionally, other546

studies have noted the role of the West African monsoon winds on SST, as547

the cross-equatorial southerlies induce Ekman upwelling south of the equator548

that cools the eastern equatorial Atlantic (Okumura and Xie, 2004; Hagos549

and Cook, 2009). Reduced cross-equatorial southerlies, as seen in Figure 8c,d,550
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will therefore also reduce equatorial upwelling in fully coupled simulations,551

contributing to the warm bias.552

The results here demonstrate that ocean mean state biases in the Atlantic553

are associated with a southward shift of the TRB in boreal spring, related to554

changes in the meridional temperature gradient, and equatorial wind biases,555

which also affect and respond to the position of the tropical rain belt. Fur-556

ther investigation is required to investigate the complex interplay of factors,557

including precipitation, wind and SST biases that develop over the Atlantic558

during boreal spring in coupled simulations.559

4.4 Overestimation of rainfall during the August LDS560

In order to understand the overestimation of rainfall during the August LDS,561

vertical cross sections of zonal wind and vertical velocity compare regions of562

ascent and descent and rainfall in the GOML simulations with ERA-I reanaly-563

sis over the LDS region (Figure 9). For August, ERA-I and GOML-OBS show564

similar patterns, in agreement with Nicholson (2009), Nicholson (2013) and565

James et al (2017). Two regions of ascent are identified: one centred around566

20◦N (shifted slightly south in GOML-OBS) and another deeper region centred567

around 10◦N. The ascent at 20◦N corresponds to the surface ITCZ (Nichol-568

son, 2009), while most of the rainfall is associated with the ascent at 10◦N,569

just north of the coastline. Both ERA-I and GOML-OBS have a weaker, more570

southerly rainfall peak compared with GPCP (dashed black line). The south-571

ward shift of the northern region of shallow ascent in all GOML simulations572

when compared with ERA-I may indicate that the surface ITCZ does not prop-573

agate far enough north. This may be related to the dry bias over the Sahel in574

JJA seen in both GA6-OBS and GC2-GC2 (see Supplementary Information)575

and the southward shift of the TRB in Figure 7.576

Descent over the northern Gulf of Guinea (Figure 9a-b), which encroaches577

onto the southern part of West Africa, caps the shallow ascent along the coast-578

line, and gives lower rainfall totals here. ERA-I and GOML-OBS show reduced579

precipitation along the coast, consistent with the LDS; shallow ascent prevails580

at the coast due to upper level descent. While GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-581

N96 (Figure 9c-d) also capture the two main regions of ascent, they do not582

capture the region of descent encroaching onto the coastline. The ascent at583

the coastline is deeper, associated with a second rainfall peak on the coast,584

consistent with earlier results showing rainfall along the coastline in August in585

GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96 (Figure 6a). The ascent in GOML-ATL-586

N96 at 10◦N is weaker than in GOML-GC2, but this is a consequence of587

resolution rather than ocean mean state biases (see Supplementary Informa-588

tion). All simulations show a southward shift in the position of the African589

Easterly Jet (AEJ) compared to ERA-I: while in ERA-I (and Nicholson, 2013)590

the axis of the AEJ is north of the main region of ascent, the GOML simu-591

lations show the axis of the AEJ co-located with the ascent at 10◦N. James592

et al (2017) also identified a southward shift in the AEJ in GC2. This may in-593
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Fig. 8 Mean 10m wind (vectors) and surface temperature (coloured contours) in May in a)
ERA/Observed SST (Smith and Murphy, 2007) (winds/surface temperature respectively).
Difference between ERA-I and b) GOML-OBS, c) GOML-GC2, and d) GOML-ATL-N96.
e) shows the difference between GOML-GC2 and GOML-OBS and f) shows the difference
between GOML-ATL-N96 and GOML-OBS-N96.
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dicate errors in the representation of the meridional temperature gradient, as594

Parker and Diop-Kane (2017) report that the AEJ is in approximate thermal595

wind balance with the lower tropospheric temperature gradient. Convection596

occurs more frequently south of the AEJ than north of the AEJ (Parker and597

Diop-Kane, 2017), hence a southward bias in the position of the AEJ is consis-598

tent with the southward shift of the TRB in Figure 7 in all simulations. Since599

GOML-OBS, GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96 all contain a southward bias600

in AEJ position and TRB position, yet only those simulations forced with At-601

lantic SST bias (GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-N96, Fig 9c-d) fail to capture602

the LDS, this supports the conclusion from Figure 7d that the LDS in August603

is associated with local factors. The stronger AEJ in GOML-ATL-N96 com-604

pared with GOML-GC2 and GOML-OBS is not a consequence of resolution605

(see Supplementary Information, Figure S4), and is driven by other factors.606

Figure 9 suggests that the descent above 500hPa and limited ascent along607

the coastline is associated with reduced rainfall over the coastline during Au-608

gust in ERA-I and GOML-OBS. In GOML simulations forced by the coupled609

model ocean mean state over the Atlantic (GOML-GC2 and GOML-ATL-610

N96) the region of descent is shifted south, the ascent along the coastline611

is deeper, and higher rainfall is seen along the coastline. Parker and Diop-612

Kane (2017) state that high pressure over the Gulf of Guinea extends onto the613

coastline in July-August, with the associated descent inhibiting rainfall, lead-614

ing to the LDS. Over the northern Gulf of Guinea, GOML-GC2 and GOML-615

ATL-N96 exhibit lower mean sea-level pressure in August, compared with616

GOML-OBS/GOML-OBS-N96 (not shown). Although it was not quantita-617

tively shown, Odekunle and Eludoyin (2008) and Odekunle (2010) also pro-618

posed that increased static stability over the coastline limits convection and619

leads to the reduced rainfall associated with the LDS. They suggest that this620

increased static stability results from the cool SSTs along this coastline during621

the boreal summer, due to local upwelling and the advection of cold upwelled622

waters from other regions. Similarly, Parker and Diop-Kane (2017) note that623

the LDS is weak or absent where warm onshore waters persist, for example,624

to the east around the Niger delta in Nigeria and off the coast of Liberia. Up-625

welling between the Liberia/Ivory Coast border and Ghana is a consequence626

of the non-linear dynamics of the Guinea Current and its detachment from the627

coast, while upwelling east of Ghana is driven by local winds (Djakouré et al,628

2017), hence reduced upwelling in coupled models is consistent with poor rep-629

resentation of the Guinea Current and the westerly wind biases present over630

this region from June-August (result not shown).631

Figure 9 demonstrates that when GOML is constrained to the observed632

ocean state, with cooler SSTs in August (Figure 1d-f), upper level descent633

reduces rainfall along the coastline, whereas the introduction of GC2 ocean634

mean state biases, including a warm bias over the northern Gulf of Guinea635

(Figure 1j-l), leads to ascent along the coastline, preventing occurrence of the636

LDS in those simulations. Further investigation, with additional simulations,637

is required to elucidate specific regions of influence and mechanisms.638
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 9 Vertical cross section of the mean vertical velocity in August (coloured contours),
mean zonal wind velocity (solid/dashed contours for positive/negative values respectively)
and mean precipitation (solid blue line) from ERA-I (a), GOML-OBS (b), GOML-GC2 (c)
and GOML-ATL-N96 (d) averaged over 10◦W to 2◦E. The dashed black line shows the
GPCP precipitation. The grey lines mark the coastline region (where land sea fraction is
between 5% and 95%). For details of dates and simulations see Table 1.

5 Discussion and Conclusions639

Several configurations of the Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) were used640

to explore factors that influence the representation of the seasonal cycle of641

precipitation over the southern part of West Africa, which is unrealistically642
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represented in coupled climate model simulations (Dunning et al, 2017). In643

addition to atmosphere-only (GA6) and fully coupled (GC2) configurations,644

we analyse simulations with the Global Ocean Mixed Layer (GOML) configu-645

ration. This novel model configuration is a useful tool for process-based studies646

as it enables us to cleanly isolate the role of air-sea interactions, and to ex-647

amine the impact of different mean ocean states, while maintaining air-sea648

coupling (Hirons et al, 2015).649

We have shown differences in the balance of ascent and descent over the650

southern part of West Africa in simulations that correctly or incorrectly rep-651

resent the LDS, adding support to previous studies that suggested that the652

seasonal reduction in rainfall observed over the southern part of West Africa653

during the LDS is related to increased static stability, which prevents the devel-654

opment of convection and thus inhibits precipitation (Odekunle and Eludoyin,655

2008).656

All simulations underestimated rainfall over the southern part of West657

Africa in October. This meant that the second wet season, following the LDS,658

was not captured by any simulation. The presence of this bias in GA6-OBS659

and GC2-GC2 demonstrates that this bias is not a consequence of ocean mean-660

state biases nor the inclusion of air-sea coupling. James et al (2017) show that661

GC2 also contains a dry bias across West Africa in September, October and662

November. This bias may be related to the dry bias further north across the663

Sahel in June-August in GC2 (James et al, 2017), which is also present in664

atmosphere-only simulations (Williams et al, 2015), including GA6 and a pre-665

vious version, GA4 (Walters et al, 2017). Stratton et al (2018) found that the666

JJA dry bias was reduced in a convection-permitting MetUM simulation which667

contained a realistic westward propagation of mesoscale convective systems,668

and produced more frequent heavy precipitation.669

The warm SST biases over the south-east tropical Atlantic in GC2 prevail670

in many coupled climate models (Richter et al, 2012; Toniazzo and Woolnough,671

2014; Siongco et al, 2015). Other studies have identified the detrimental effect672

of these biases for reducing precipitation over the Sahel (Roehrig et al, 2013;673

Eichhorn and Bader, 2017; Steinig et al, 2018). Here we have shown that these674

biases lead to an inaccurate representation of the seasonality of precipitation675

over a densely populated part of West Africa, where the seasonal cycle of676

rainfall is of high socio-economic importance. These biases inhibit accurate677

projections of future changes in rainfall amount and timing for the region that678

experiences the LDS. Further work is required to improve the representation679

of SST in the Atlantic, which will facilitate greater understanding of future680

changes in many aspects of the West African monsoon.681

The pattern of SST and surface wind biases apparent in Figure 8 is sim-682

ilar to that found by Richter and Xie (2008) and Richter et al (2012), who683

state that continental precipitation biases that initiate westerly wind biases684

across the equatorial Atlantic, reducing equatorial upwelling, are a source of685

the SST biases in the equatorial Atlantic. Additionally, reduced strength of686

cross-equatorial southerlies may reduce equatorial upwelling, and contribute687

to warm SST biases. Along the Guinea coastline, low ocean model horizon-688
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tal resolution may result in poor representation of the Guinea Current and689

upwelling, resulting in the warm bias in this region in GC2. Establishing the690

origin of SST biases is beyond the scope of the present study, but further work691

should examine such processes.692

The additional GOML simulation performed with the coupled model ocean693

mean state over the Atlantic, and the observed ocean mean state over the694

Indian and Pacific Oceans, demonstrates that the discrepancies in simulations695

using coupled model ocean state are related to Atlantic Ocean SST biases,696

and adds credence to the proposed mechanisms. Further investigation, with697

additional simulations for example with coupled model ocean biases just over698

the south-east Atlantic Ocean, or the northern Gulf of Guinea, or with biases699

only in certain seasons, are required to further elucidate specific regions of700

influence and mechanisms, but is beyond the scope of this study.701

One notable caveat is the lack of ocean dynamics in GOML, which means702

it is unable to simulate coupled modes of variability that rely on ocean dy-703

namics (e.g. the El Niño Southern Oscillation, the Indian Ocean Dipole, At-704

lantic Niños). Thus we cannot capture any mean-state biases that are due to705

the rectification onto the mean state of erroneous teleconnections from these706

phenomena to West Africa. The similarity of GOML-GC2 and GC2-GC2 ex-707

periments suggests that biases in West African rainfall are linked to the mean708

state, not to variability, and thus this effect is small.709

In summary, the overestimation of July-August rainfall in GC2 over the710

southern part of West Africa is not due to air-sea coupled physics on seasonal711

or sub-seasonal timescales, but rather is linked to ocean mean state biases in712

the Atlantic. While horizontal resolution plays some role, it is not the primary713

cause of the biases in this region. The key conclusions are:714

– The atmosphere-only configuration of the MetUM simulates two wet sea-715

sons over the southern part of West Africa, with the correct timing of716

the first wet season and LDS. The fully coupled configuration of the Me-717

tUM does not exhibit a biannual regime, and instead places the peak of718

the one annual wet season during the expected LDS period, similar to719

the results from CMIP5 coupled models (Dunning et al, 2017). However,720

all MetUM configurations underestimate the magnitude of the second wet721

season, which was not seen in the wider CMIP5 ensemble.722

– The Global Ocean Mixed Layer (GOML) configuration includes coupling723

to a high vertical resolution ocean, with computational costs similar to724

atmosphere-only models. GOML allows us to include air-sea interactions725

while constraining the ocean mean state. This isolates the role of coupling726

without introducing large systematic errors in SST. The inclusion of air-727

sea coupling has a minimal influence on the seasonal cycle of precipitation728

over the southern part of West Africa.729

– Differences in the ocean mean state lead to differences in the seasonal cycle730

of precipitation over the southern part of West Africa. When ocean mean731

state biases from the coupled MetUM simulation (GC2) are introduced in732

GOML, the two wet seasons and the LDS are not captured, and rainfall733
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is underestimated in late boreal spring and early boreal summer. Using734

GOML enables us to perform simulations with regional or global GC2735

mean state, while retaining coupling.736

– The underestimation of rainfall in May in simulations with the coupled737

model ocean mean state is related to a southward shift of the main tropical738

rain belt. Warm SST anomalies in the south eastern tropical Atlantic, and739

cool anomalies in the north and west alter the meridional temperature740

gradient and induce north-westerly wind biases between 0◦S and 10◦S,741

which are associated with the southward shift of the tropical rain belt.742

– In August, upper level descent caps the ascent along the coastline in re-743

analysis (ERA-Interim) and GOML-OBS, limiting the convection, result-744

ing in the lower rainfall rates associated with the LDS. In GOML-GC2 and745

GOML-ATL-N96, the ascent along the coastline is not restricted, leading746

to deeper ascent and high rainfall rates. A number of studies have proposed747

that the cool SSTs near the Guinea coastline in boreal summer (see Fig-748

ure 1) increase static stability, which inhibits convection and leads to the749

LDS (Odekunle and Eludoyin, 2008; Odekunle, 2010). Here introducing750

coupled model SST biases, including a warm anomaly along the Guinea751

coast in August, leads to enhanced ascent and rainfall in the LDS region.752

– The GOML-ATL-N96 simulation, forced by the coupled model ocean state753

over the Atlantic, and observed ocean mean state elsewhere, exhibits simi-754

lar behaviour to the simulations with the coupled model ocean state glob-755

ally, indicating that the discrepancies discussed above are related to SST756

biases over the Atlantic Ocean and not remote teleconnections from SST757

biases in the Indian or Pacific Oceans.758

In conclusion, ocean mean state biases over the Atlantic Ocean in GOML-759

GC2 (and GOML-ATL-N96) result in inaccurate representation of the seasonal760

cycle of precipitation over the southern part of West Africa, including the fail-761

ure to correctly capture the Little Dry Season. This may suggest that the762

failure to capture the correct seasonal cycle in GC2 and other coupled climate763

models is associated with SST biases over the Atlantic Ocean. However, the764

coupled nature of the system renders it impossible to separate forcing from re-765

sponse, and the biases could be result of a different chain of processes. Further766

work is required to robustly identify the mechanisms via which the ocean mean767

state biases and the rainfall seasonality interact, and identify the sources of768

the SST biases and model modifications which could act to reduce such biases.769
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